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Answering the Question of Likelihood
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Leaders must make decisions on bou to apply scarce tirne and resources to the problems they face.

Many times these decisions are based u?on a risk assessment by supporting stffirs. Subjectfue

exputed utility theory is broadty applied in tbeform ofrisk-reporting matrices as a "dashboari'for

making rational decisions in theface of a range of consequences and likelihoods. The conseguences of

choices are, for tbe most part, defnable in terms of cost, schedule, or performance. Likelihood

determinations haoe not been as igorous and are ?rlne to subjutiae judgments. This article ?resents

an objectfue method, based on a case study, for risk assessors to use in rationally and consistently

determining the likelibood of a conseguence and correctly ?ortrq)ing it in a risk-reporting matrix.

Based upon tbis applied method, a general eguationfor a likelihood probability distributionfunction

for risk-reporting matrices is proposed,follozoed by a discussion ofits capabilities and limitations.

Key words: Risk management; likelihood; subjective expected utiliql risk assessmentl

reporting matrixl risk exposure; probability distribution.

isk managers determine where best to
apply limited time and resources. These

decisions arc of the highest quality
when they are rational and consistent.

Given a wide range of options for
expending time and resources, decisions are commonly

based upon mitigating a perceived risk to the organi-

za(ron. The perceived risk is typically based upon two

factors: the consequence of a risk (cost in money, time,

or performance) and the potential (likelihood) for that
risk to occur. Decision makers often use some sort of
"dashboard" bywhich they can monitor the performance

oftheir organization. The dashboard frequently chosen

for risk management (OUSD [AT&L] 2006) is a risk-
reporting matrix (Figure /. Risk managers can gauge

the amount of exposure a risk presents using a tating
system derived from the rislis placement in the cube

(indicated h Figure 7 by the multiple of consequence

and likelihood). The risk-reporting matrix is an

instantiation of subjective expected utility (SEU) theory
(Savage 1954), where rational decisions are based upon

both the cost (consequence) of a decision and the

probability of that consequence occurring. A concise

overview of Savage's SEU theory is provided by Karni
(2005) and is not repeated here.

It has been this author's observation, through practical

experience and review of risk-management literature
(Office of the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisi-
tion, Technolog;r, and Logistics [OUSD(AT&L)]
2006; United States Government Accountability Office
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IUSGAO] 2009; U.S. Department of Energy IDOEI
2011), that there is ample guidance for defining the

consequences of a risk but less for determining the

likelihood. Typical guidance on the placement of a risk
in a cube is based upon a percentage, without a firm basis

for how those percentages are determined. Likelihood
can be hard to express in a linear risk scale when a large

period of time is involved and risks Present themselves

with as)rmmetric periodicities and different failure rates'

Consequently, a significant amount of room for sub-

jective judgment in determining likelihood exists. The
following sections present a case study in which a

rational and consistent means for determining risk
likelihood over the lifetime of a project is proposed.

Following the case study, a general equation for a

probability distribution function is presented, along with
a discussion of its capabilities and limitations.

Gase study
Problem statement

A project is expected to have a S}-year life rycle.
Exposure to risk during the performance of periodic

tasks is monitored using a five-by-{ive risk-reporting
matrix as the dashboard (Figure 1). The consequence

for particular outcomes has already been rationally

defined on a five-tiercd (t = 5) scale. Likelihood
evaluation is based upon two characteristics: (a) how

often the tasks are performed and (b) the probability
that a failure will occur (P7) when performing that task.

A method must be constructed so that these charac-
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Figure 1. A typical risk-reporting matrix.

teristics can be logically and consistently applied to
determine the likelihood of risks over the expected

lifetime of the project.

Prcblem sorution
SEU provides the amount of exposure each risk

presents and provides a relative indication of how
much leadership attention and resources should be

applied to a given risk. SEU (DOE, 2071.;Karni,2005;
Savage, 1954; USGAO, 2009) is given by the equation

n

Y u@i)'P(x;),ZJ
:_1

where:

x; : the possible outcome of an uncertain
event;
u(x) : the utility (i.e., consequence) of a

given outcomel and

4d : the subjective probability distribution
function of each outcome.

.(x;) must be designed to logically and consistently
expresses the likelihood of a given outcome. It must
also be designed so that the resulting analysis fits
within the five-tier risk-reporting matrix.

The first step in defining P(r) i. bounding the

problem space. A 5O-year life span equates to a range

of 78,250 days of problem space (-f . Using 1 day as the
most frequently encountered instance of task perfor-
mance, the project's expected lifetime can be divided
into five orders of magnitude (zz). Using the equation
mT : I and substituting 5 for T and 78,250 for d
solving for zz results in a five-tiered scale with an order
of magnitude of 7.72 between tiers.

A logical next subdivision of the problem space (-f

would be one that occurs one-seventh as often as the

Tabte 1. Periodic task pefiormance of a Sl-year project life scaled to tive orders of magnitude.

most frequent occurrence. For this case, that period-
icity corresponds to 1 week (every 7 days). Other
periodicities of task performance can be used to further
subdivide the project's expected lifetime:

. 1 service lifetime,

' 50 annual tasks,
. 100 semiannual tasks,

' 200 quarterly tasks,
o 600 monthly tasks,
. 2,607 weekly tasks, and
. 18,250 daily tasks.

Using the equation P(*) : logz.n(x), the relative
likelihood ofperiodic events or tasls occurring over the
5O-year life span of the project can be mapped to the
five-tiered risk-reporting matrix (Tabk 1).

Now that the solution space has been defined and

scaled to determine the relative likelihood that a task is

performed, the probability of observing a failure during
an event or task-P7(x;)-is introduced. The approx-
imate probability of the occurrence of a failure is

expressed in percentages of 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90

percent.l Using the equation P(,*) : log7.p@f P7@)),
the calculated or estimated Py@;) modulates the

relative likelihood derived previously to account for
the likelihood that a faiiure will occur while perform-
ing a task. The result of that modulation is shown in
Table 2.

It is worth noting that the logarithmic function is

continuous and monotonic. Likelihood can be calcu-

lated to any desired degree of accurary. A given

consequence can now be assigned a discrete likelihood
from 1 to 5 using a decision matrix:

Likelihood of 5 when 4.5 < flx;) < 5.0.

Likelihood of 4 when 3.5 < flx) < 4.5.

Likelihood of 3 when 2.5 - fl.x) < 3.5.

Likelihood of 2 when 7.5 = fl.x) < 2.5.

Likelihood of 1 when fl.x) < 7.5.

A lookup table can now be constructed to allow
likelihood assessments to be made and reported on a
scale of 1 to 5 without calculation (Tabk 3).Interpo-
lation is allowed because Py@i) is continuous. For
example: If a problem occurs 50 percent of the time
when a monthly task is performed, its likelihood would
be 3 on a scale of 1 to 5. Similarly, if a problem occurs

-r5
84
€3oJ2
51

Frequency
of task D"ily Weekly Monthly Q."tt"tly Semiannually Annually Lifetime

Outcomes (x;) L8,250 2,607 600 200 100 s0 1

2.0 0.0LogT.pQ) 5.0 4.0 3.3 2.7 2.3
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Table 2. Scaled likelihood based upon task peiodicity and P1.

Probability of failure (Py)
Frequency of
event or task logT,u(,l) 90o/o 70% 50o/o 30o/o l0o/o

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Qgurt".ly
Semiannually
Annually

78,250
2,607

600
200
100

50

5.0
4.0
J.J

2.7
2.3

2.0

4.6

2.9
2.3

2.0
t.6

4.4
3.4
2.6
2.7

7.7

1.4

3.8
2.8

2.1
1.5

1.2

0.8

4.9

4.0
3.2
2.6

2.3

7.9

4.8

3.8

3.7

2.5

2.2

1.8

25 percent of the time during a daily task, its likelihood
would be 4.

General equation for risk-repoding
matrix likelihood scale
General equation

This case study was tailored to remove ambiguity in
determining the likelihood of risks for a long-lived
project that presented a problem space over several

orders of magnitude. It was also designed to fit within
the organization's five-tier risk-reporting matrix. The
problem solution outlined can be generalized to allow
broader application. The general equation for .(x) is

proposed:

P(x;):1sg*1x;'P1@))'

where:

*: W : the order of magnitude between
each likelihood tier and the next;

7 : the number of decision tiers (i.e., scale);

.I : the highest number of event or task

repetitions that occur within the time frame
examinedl

x; : the number of times an event or task
occurs within the time frame examined; and

PyQ) : the probabiliq, of a failure during an

event or task.

Because .(r) ir continuous, likelihood can be

calculated and scaled over user-defined time frames

and task periodicities (Figure 2). User definition of

Table 3. Example likelihood lookup table.

both the problem space and the number of decision
tiers allows this method to be applied to a wide range

of situations. For the earlier case study, a task

performed (or anticipated to be performed) every 7 days

that has (or is anticipated to have) a 25 percent failure
rate would have a corresponding likelihood of 3.3 on a

five-tiered risk-reporting matrix. The same risk on a

seven-tiered risk-reporting matrix would have a

likelihood of 4.6-

Capabilities and limitations
The proposed 4*;) uses classic probability-determi-

nation methods for all likelihood calculations and is

not new in that respect. Its unique feature is that it
calculates and scales likelihood determinations from
user-defined inputs on time frames, risk-reporting
matrix scales, event and task intervals (periods), and
actual or estimated failure rates (so long as the failure
rate is not zerc lvery low failure rates are permitted]).
P(*) is also customizable to any user-defined failure-
rate probability distribution function Py@), which can

be used to account for any number of factors
(equipment failure, human failure, process failure,
etc.). Inputs of time frame and period must also be

converted to a common unit of measure for accurate

results.
The likelihood of a nonrepeating event cannot be

calculated. The proposed H,*) is based upon the
recurrence of an event or task in relation to the user-
defined time frame (i.e., it has to occur more than
once). This limitation is reflected in ,(r) when
negative likelihood values are calculated (discussed in

Probability of failure (Py)
Frequency of
event or task 90o/o t0%

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Qrarterly
Semiannually
Annually

5

4
-)

J

2
1

4
-)

2

2

1

7

4

J

3

2

2

1

5

4

J

J

2

2

5

4

J

2

2

2
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1: Over what time frame (in years) do you want to evaluate the likelihood of a risk?
Q2:Howmanytiersofof1ike1ihoodarethereinyourriskreportingmatrix?+
Q3: What is the interval (in days) between occurrences of the event/task you are evaluating? -+
Q4: What is the estimated failure rate (in %) of the event/task you are evaluating?

On a scale of 1 to 5 the likelihood of your risk occurring is:
Based on your arlswers to Q 1 and Q2, the likelihood scaling factor for your risk repofting matrix is: 7.12

Your event will occur times over the time frame vou selected in O1.
Notes:
1. Risk likelihood comparisons cannot be made unless they are observed over the same time period (Q1) and

the same scale (Q2).
The evaluation frame of reference is established by the response to Q 1.

3. Likelihood is scaled to the number of decision tiers by the response to Q2.
. The answer to Q4 cannot be zero. Extreemly low failure rates can be estimated.

Figure 2. Example Excel-based risk-reporting matix likelihood calculator.

the next paragraph) for events that do repeat but not
within the user-defined time frame.

.(x) is capable of providing likelihood results outside
the chosen time frame (scale) that require interpretation.
Negative values oflikelihood occur because the period of
the event or task is greater than the chosen time frame or
Py@) is so low that a failure may occur only once within
the chosen time frame. Even though a risk may be

evaluated as having a low or negligible likelihood, this
should not prevent risk assessors from reporting the
risk so that managers can consider mitigation if its
consequence is deemed catastrophic.

Risk management is predictive in nature because the
first word in any risk statement is "if." Risk evaluators
have to rationally explain their input choices to flx;).
Parametric data, research of similar events or processes,

training and maintenance requirements, and user
experience can be used to determine time frames,
event or task periods, ail Py@).

Meaningful comparisons between relative likeli-
hoods of periodic events can only be done so long as

the time frame for their observation is the same. An
event or task with a fixed periodicity occurs relatively
more or fewer times as the time frame is increased or
decreased. This is reflected in flx) outputs. The time
frame for likelihood determination should be agreed

upon by assessors and managers. Any changes to the
time frame will require all relative likelihoods to be

reassessed.

Implications for fisk assessors and mana$ers
Traditional risk likelihood has been expressed in

percentages (DOE 2011, OUSDTAT&LI 2006) using
various definitions. Risk assessors and managers are used

to thinking of likelihood in these terms. The proposed
methodology requires a small paradigm change. Using
the proposed general equation, likelihood is expressed in
orders of relative magnitude (m) vice percentages. In

order for a risk to be lowered to the next tier (fl, its
likelihood must be reduced (by reductions in either
Py@) or task repetitions) by up to a factor of 7/m.This
paradigm shift has the potential, dependent upon the
level of leadership scrutinn to put additional pressure on
management teams to justify their reasoning for
reporting that the likelihood of a risk has been lowered.

Gonclusion
Leaders face many problems to solve and have to

decide where to apply precious time and resources to
solve them. Which problem to solve first is often
determined by how much exposure a risk presents to
the organization. Risk, comprising both consequence

and likelihood, should be rationally and consistently
evaluated so that leadership can mitigate the highest
risks first. The consequence of a risk is relatively easy to
express compared to how likely it is to occur.
Likelihood can be hard to express in a linear risk scale

when a large period of time is involved and risks
present themselves with asymmetric periodicities and
different failure rates. The methodology used in the
case study leads to z generalized equation for rationally
determining risk likelihood. It can be used to provide
leadership with consistent likelihood determinations in
a risk-reporting matrix. Its scalability permits it to be

used at any desired level ofresolution. tr
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Endnotes
1It should be noted that a percentage scale (0 to 100 percent) could be

expressed exponentially (0, 100, 101, and 102).
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